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Abstract
This paper introduces a new resource called EventWiki which is, to the best of our knowledge, the first knowledge base resource of
major events. In contrast to most existing knowledge bases that focus on static entities such as people, locations and organizations,
our EventWiki concentrate on major events, in which all entries in EventWiki are important events in mankind history. We demonstrate
that EventWiki is a very useful resource for information extraction regarding events in Natural Language Processing (NLP), knowledge
inference and automatic knowledge base construction.
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1. Introduction
Knowledge bases (KBs) are large collections of facts about
entities such as people, organizations and locations, which
have attracted growing interest in recent years because
they are useful in various studies and applications such as
question-answering, semantic parsing, information extrac-
tion and knowledge inference.
Most existing knowledge bases (e.g., Freebase) focus on
static entities (e.g., people, locations, and organizations)
and their relations. Few of them, however, pay much atten-
tion to events and event-related knowledge; instead, they
just treat events as normal entities and do not specially dis-
tinguish them, which makes it hard to identify event en-
tries. Even though some facts in KBs can be treated as
events, they tend to entity-centric and insufficient to de-
scribe major and complicated events (e.g., 2011 Tohoku
earthquake and 2014 World Cup). In fact, event knowl-
edge is very important for many applications and its related
tasks (e.g., event extraction and event detection) have been
extensively studied in both NLP and Data mining commu-
nity in the past decades. Unfortunately, due to the lack of
rich event-related knowledge and annotations, studies re-
lated to event knowledge discovery are either limited (e.g.,
in event extraction evaluation under Automatic Content Ex-
traction project1, only events of 33 predefined event types
are studied) or shallow (e.g., clustering-based event detec-
tion).
To provide rich event knowledge and a dataset for event-
related studies, this paper introduces a new knowledge base
resource – EventWiki is a knowledge base of events, which
collects 21,275 major events of 95 types from Wikipedia2.
We will show in the following section that EventWiki con-
tains rich information about events (e.g., event taxonomy,
event schemas and event relations), which makes it useful
for a variety of studies and applications such as informa-
tion extraction, knowledge inference and knowledge base
construction. To the best of our knowledge, EventWiki is
the first knowledge base of events which covers such large

1http://projects.ldc.upenn.edu/ace/
2https://en.wikipedia.org

numbers of major event entries.

2. EventWiki
Compared to static entities (e.g., person, location and orga-
nization), there is less work focusing on event knowledge
discovery due to a lack of event-centric knowledge bases.
Although Wikipedia and some existing knowledge bases
(e.g., DBPedia) contains information of major events, there
is no explicit indicator that indicates whether a page refers
to an event or an static entity (e.g. a person), or event-event
relation links, which makes it difficult to distinguish these
events from overwhelming static entities and directly use
these resources for event-related knowledge discovery.
For better studying event knowledge, we manually identify
event pages from Wikipedia, build links between events to
develop an event knowledge called EventWiki. As intro-
duced before, entries in EventWiki are all major events that
happened throughout mankind history. For an event entry,
there are 4 kinds of information in EventWiki: event type,
event infobox, event summary and full text description of
the event. In addition, for some events, there are relations
between them. Table 1 shows the structure of an event en-
try where e ∈ E is an event entry in EventWiki, T is the set
of 95 event types, and reli : eki

means that e are related
with eki

and their relation is reli. A concrete example is
shown in Figure 1 that presents the basic structure of Even-
tWiki where event information and event-event relations are
clearly illustrated.

Event: e
event type t ∈ T
infobox {slot1:value1, slot2: value2, · · · }

summary text
full text text
relation {rel1: ek1 , rel2: ek2 , · · · }

Table 1: Structure of an event entry.

In this section, we introduce our resource – EventWiki as
follows: we first introduce meta-data (i.e., event types and
event schema), and then present the information of an event
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869 Sanriku earthquake

type earthquake

infobox

Date Jul 9, 869

Magnitude 8.4-9.0

Epicenter 38.5°N 143.8°E

tsunami yes

… …

summary
The 869 Sanriku earthquake and 
associated tsunami struck the area 
around Sendai in the northern part 
of Honshu on 9 July 869. …

full text
In Japan this earthquake is 
commonly called "Jogan Jishin". 
Jōgan is the Japanese era name for 
the period from 859 to 877 AD. …

2011 Tohoku earthquake

type earthquake

infobox

Date Mar 11, 2011

Magnitude 9.0

Epicenter 38.3°N 142.4°E

tsunami
Up to 40.5m in 
Miyako, Iwate, 

Tōhoku

… …

summary
The 2011 earthquake off the Pacific 
coast of Tōhoku was a magnitude 

9.0 (Mw) undersea megathrust 
earthquake off the coast of Japan …

full text
The 9.0 magnitude undersea 

megathrust earthquake occurred on 
Mar 112011 at 14:46 JST  in the 
north-western Pacific Ocean …

Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster

type disaster

infobox

Date Mar 12, 2011

Location Okuma, Fukushima, 
Japan

Outcomes INES Level 7 (major 
accident)

Non-fatal 
injuries

37 with physical injuries, 2 
workers taken to hospital 

with possible radiation burn

summary
The Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster was 
an energy accident at the Fukushima I 
Nuclear Power Plant. …

full text
The plant comprised six separate boiling 
water reactors originally designed by General 
Electric (GE) and maintained by the Tokyo 
Electric Power Company (TEPCO) …

Second Sino-Japanese War

type military conflict

infobox

Date Jul 7, 1937 - Sep 9, 
1945

Location mainland China 
and Burma

Result Chinese victory …

Territory 
change

China recovers all 
territories lost to 
Japan since the 

Treaty of 
Shinmonoseki

… …

summary

The Second Sino-Japanese War 
was a military conflict fought 
primarily between the Republic of 
China and the Empire of Japan from 
1937 to 1945 …

full text
Background: The origin of the 

Second Sino-Japanese War can be 
traced to the First Sino-Japanese 

War of 1894–95, in which China, …

Battle of Changsha (1942)

type military conflict

infobox

Date Dec 24, 1941 - Jan 
15, 1942

Location Changsha, Luo 
River (Henan)

Result Chinese victory

Belligerents

National 
Revolutionary Army

VS
Imperial Japanese 

Army

… …

summary

The third Battle of Changsha was the 
first major offensive in China by 
Imperial Japanese forces following 
the Japanese attack on the Western 
Allies …

full text

On 27 December, the Japanese 3rd, 
6th, and 40th Divisions massed at 
Yueyang and advanced southward in 
three columns and crossed the 
Xinqiang River, …

World War II

type military conflict

infobox

Date Sep 1, 1939 – Sep 
2, 1945

Location

Europe, Pacific, 
Atlantic, South-East 
Asia, China, Middle 

East, 
Mediterranean, 
North Africa and 
Horn of Africa, 

briefly North and 
South America

Result Allied victory

Participants Allied VS Axis

… …

summary

World War II (WWII or WW2), also 
known as the Second World War, 
was a global war that lasted from 
1939 to 1945, although related 
conflicts began earlier …

full text
The start of the war in Europe is 
generally held to be Sep 1, 1939, 

beginning with the German invasion 
of Poland …

cause recurrence

part of part of

Figure 1: A (small) part of events in EventWiki, showing the basic schema of EventWiki.

entry in detail in EventWiki and the application of this re-
source.

2.1. Meta-data: Event types and schemas
As meta-data for describing event information, event types
and schemas are very important information in many appli-
cations such as event extraction. However, there is no large
amounts of annotated data for event typing or event schema
extraction. As a result, most studies regarding event extrac-
tion are either limited (only focused on a small number of
pre-defined event types) or shallow (just consider a verb as
an event).
In EventWiki, there are 95 event types in total, derived from
infobox’s template types in Wikipedia by manually screen-
ing from English Wikipedia dump on December 3, 2015.
Every event entry in EventWiki belongs to one of these 95
event types.
For each event type, we extract the schema of this event
type by finding out the most frequent non-empty slots from
the infobox of events belonging to this type. The most fre-
quent slots of an event type can be used to describe key
information of an event of this type and thus can be con-
sidered as the schema of the event type. Table 2 shows the
schemas of 6 event types.
With the information, it is easy to learn a classifier for event
classification and event schema extraction. For event clas-
sification, each event entry in EventWiki with its event type
can be treated as training data. By using such information,
it is possible to train an event classification model which
can be used to classify events reported in news articles ev-
ery day for further event knowledge discovery. Likewise,
EventWiki provides valuable resources for event schema ex-
traction. For events that belong to one of 95 types in Even-
tWiki, the event schema of the event type in EventWiki can
be directly used as the schema for event extraction. Even

if an event does not belong to any of those 95 types, we
still can use rich information in EventWiki to infer its event
schema. For example, text information and slots in the in-
fobox of an event entry in EventWiki can be used as training
data to learn what slots an event should have given its text
description. For example, a model may learn from Even-
tWiki that if “magnitude” frequently appear in text descrip-
tion of an event, “magnitude” should be one slot of this
event in its schema.

2.2. Events in EventWiki
As mentioned before, each event entry has 4 kinds of in-
formation (i.e., event type, event infobox, event summary
and full text description) and event-event relation informa-
tion. We call those 4 kinds of information intra-event infor-
mation because they describe the information of an event
while we call event-event relation inter-event information
since it presents relations between events.

2.2.1. Intra-event information
In this section, we introduce the intra-event information in
detail.

• Event type: event type presents the type of an event
which must be one of 95 event types. In EventWiki,
an event’s type is extracted by analyzing the template
type of the first infobox of its Wikipedia ariticle.

• Event infobox: as most static entities in Wikipedia,
events also have infoboxes which describe most im-
portant information of events. We extract events’ in-
foboxes from Wikipedia. Note that slots (i.e., at-
tributes) in an event’s infobox depends on the event’s
type.

• Event summary: a summary of an event is a short text
that summarizes the event, which is obtained by ex-
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aircraft accident olympic event wildfire military conflict earthquake
date date date place date
site teams location date location

occurrence type gold fatalities combatants(1,2) magnitude
crew silver area result depth

fatalities bronze source partof casualties
operator venue injuries commanders(1,2) countries affected

passengers competitors building strength(1,2) origintime
origin nations landuse casaulties(1,2) tsunami

destination win value cost territory intensity

Table 2: Examples of schemas of 6 event types

tracting the first paragraph of an event’s text descrip-
tion at Wikipedia.

• Full text description: In contrast to event summary,
full text description contains all text information in an
event page at Wikipedia.

2.2.2. Inter-event information
Inter-event information is relations between events. For
example, in Figure 1, we can see the relation be-
tween Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster and 2011Tohoku
earthquake.
For the current version EventWiki, inter-event information
is mainly obtained by analyzing events’ infoboxes in which
some event-event relations are presented. For example, by
analyzing the infobox of Second Sino-Japanese War, we
can extract the relation partof(Second Sino-Japanese War,
World War II). In total, we extracted 9,713 event-event re-
lations from infoboxes.
In addition to infoboxes of events, many event-event re-
lations are described by text. For example, the relation
between 2011 Tohoku earthquake and 869 Sanriku earth-
quake is expressed by the following text in 2011 Tohoku
earthquake:

This megathrust earthquake was a recurrence of
the mechanism of the earlier 869 Sanriku earth-
quake, which has been estimated as having a
magnitude of at least 8.4 Mw, which also created
a large tsunami that inundated the Sendai plain.

However, it is difficult to automatically obtain such event-
event relations in high accuracy from text. Fortunately, it is
possible to exploit structure of a page at Wikipedia to help
harvest event-event relations, as shown in Figure 2. In this
way, we extracted additional 540 event-event relations.

2.3. Applications
We show that event information in EventWiki can be very
useful for the following tasks and applications:

2.3.1. Event extraction
Event extraction is an important information extraction
task. In this paper, we model event extraction as infobox
generation problem for an event. Intuitively, an event in-
fobox contains key information of an event. If an event
infobox can be accurately generated, we can say that the in-
formation of an event is perfectly extracted. Usually, event

infobox generation problem can be divided into three sub-
tasks: event classification, event schema extraction and slot
filling. As mentioned before, EventWiki can provide rich
information for event classification and event schema ex-
traction. Moreover, it is extremely useful for training a slot
filling model for event extraction.
Slot and value pairs in the infobox (intra-event information)
in EventWiki can be used as weak (distant) supervision for
training a slot filling model, as (Reschke et al., 2014) did.
For example, for the slot value pair “magnitude: 9.0” in
2011 Tohoku earthquake, we first find out the sentences
which “9.0” appears in. The context information of “9.0”
can be used as features and “magnitude” is used as the la-
bel of “9.0” for training a slot filling model.

2.3.2. Event-event relation extraction and inference
As slot filling for event extraction, we can also use inter-
event information in EventWiki to train an event-event re-
lation extraction model using distant supervision strategy.
For an event relation triple, we can find out the sentences
that mention both events in the triple. For example, for the
triple partof(Second Sino-Japanese War, World War II), the
following sentence is found for generating training instance
for relation extraction:

As the Western Allies entered the war against
Japan, the Sino-Japanese war would become part
of a greater conflict, the Pacific theatre of World
War II. (label: partof )

To the best of our knowledge, even though relation extrac-
tion has been extensively studied in NLP, most of them fo-
cus on relations between static entities (e.g., people and lo-
cations) and there are very few resources for event-event
relation extraction. EventWiki can plug the gap and make it
possible to study event-event relation extraction problem.
With event-event relations, it is also possible to apply
knowledge inference approaches to EventWiki to infer
event-event relations, which is a novel task and has not
been well studied. For example, with partof(Second Sino-
Japanese War, World War II) and partof(Battle of Chang-
sha, Second Sino-Japanese War), we can infer partof(Battle
of Changsha, World War II), which would be for useful for
building event taxonomy.

2.3.3. Event summary generation
EventWiki is a good resource for event summary genera-
tion. As introduced before, each event entry in EventWiki
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Figure 2: Part of “Munich massacre” article at Wikipedia. We use the structural information to harvest event-event relations
such as aftermath(Munich massacre, 1973 Israeli raid on Lebanon).

has a summary and full text description, which can be seen
as naturally annotated data for training a summarization
model that generates a summary from full text description.
In addition, it can even be used as training data for generat-
ing a summary of an event from an event’s infobox or gen-
erating a text description of a (slot,value) pair of an event,
which is very useful for question answering systems based
on knowledge bases.

2.3.4. Event-centric knowledge base construction
As we introduced, EventWiki is a knowledge base of events
which is collected from pages at Wikipedia that are man-
ually constructed and edited. It is an example for event
knowledge base and can be helpful for automatic event
knowledge base construction.
Given a collection of documents about a major event, we
can use EventWiki to predict the event’s type, extract the
event’s schema, generate its infobox, identify the relations
with other major events and generate a summary for it.
When we finish all the steps above, the profile of the event
is built, which can be used as an event entry for an event
knowledge base. In other words, the above five steps can
be seen as the subtasks of event knowledge base construc-
tion.
Among 21,275 events in EventWiki, we select 1,517 events
happening during 1995-2010 and find3 corresponding news
articles of these events in English Gigaword (Parker et al.,
2011), which can used to test results of each step and eval-
uate end-to-end performance.

3. Related Resources
Knowledge bases are useful resources for various applica-
tions in many fields. Among the exitsing knowledge bases

3We use information retrieval package Lucene (Jakarta, 2004)
to find relevant documents to these events and manually check the
results.

such as WordNet4 and Gene Ontology5, knowledge bases
of general world knowledge such as Freebase6, DBPedia7

and YAGO (Mahdisoltani et al., 2014) have received most
attention. Most of the knowledge bases mainly focus on
static entities and their related facts but pay little attention
to influential events.
To the best of our knowledge, the most related resource to
ours is the data released by (Reschke et al., 2014), which
contains 193 air crash events and their corresponding news
articles. In some sense, this data can be seen as a small
knowledge base of air crashes. In contrast, our EventWiki
contains much more major events of a variety of types and
rich knowledge about events, which is the first complete
event-centric knowledge base as far as we know.

4. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we introduce a novel knowledge base – Even-
tWiki which is the first knowledge base of major events. We
introduce its structure and information contained in it, and
show its potential value for NLP and automatic KB con-
struction.
In future, we plan to enrich the event-event relation infor-
mation by adopting a semi-automatic approach for analyz-
ing relations between events in text. Additionally, we will
regularly update the knowledge base to ensure that it con-
tains the latest events and plan to provide an online interface
and APIs for easier access.
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